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Abstract
Reconstruction work on more than twenty synagogues in Vienna has
been ongoing for more than a decade.The fact that these sacred
buildings no longer exist is a pivotal aspect in this undertaking.
Research revealed archived material, however, which served as reliable
basis for the reconstruction work.The authors discuss details of the
process of handling archival research as well as the decision-making
process during reconstruction.The paper focuses on the possibilities
and limits of this exploration and discusses the long-term options of
handling 3D models, also in the light of continuous changes in the
software environments used.The dissemination of results to a large
audience and the appropriate illustration of spatial contexts is another
aspect that has been explored.The publication of results in the form of
a city guide is in line with the objective of conveying the reconstruction
results to a large audience.
keywords: Virtual reconstruction; destroyed synagogue; 3D-Modelling;
visual representation; urban context
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1. INTRODUCTION
For more than ten years, the virtual reconstruction of synagogues in the
City of Vienna (Austria) has been dealt with as a research topic.Within this
relatively long time, the recurring use of a 3D model is a salient feature
which required the introduction of conventions for layer structures to
ensure long-term transparency and comprehensibility of the data structures,
even when the original members of the research team (which was partly
interdisciplinary in composition) are no longer available for information
purposes. Frequent software updates (approx. every 12-15 months) make
data migration an eternally topical issue. Another major issue is data export,
either for purposes of visualisation or for computer-aided model-making (by
means of rapid prototyping), which requires a certain degree of detail.The
reconstruction work itself can be compared to a virtual building site.The
focus is on sacral buildings that were built around 1900, i.e. more than 100
years ago. Although historical records are usually available in the form of
designs submitted for building permits, implementation records are often
missing, since the planning firms involved have usually ceased to exist.
Reference buildings offer a useful option for filling information gaps, as do
historical photographs.The appropriate handling of information gaps is a
vital aspect in this reconstruction effort.
This contribution presents the results of comprehensive modelling
efforts and explains the specific use of rendering processes within the
context of a project involving a city guide [Martens and Peter, 2009], which
needs to address a broad circle of readers. For the purposes of this guide, it
was important to clearly present the particularities of each location, a task,
which is helped considerably by the representation of the computer-model.
Three-dimensional imaging within the city fabric is of major importance,
since the synagogues were hardly ever free-standing buildings.
The novel contribution of this work lies in its longevity. Computerassisted reconstruction projects hardly ever extend over such long periods,
and further continuation is intended. Another essential aspect is the
dissemination of results to a much larger audience than the narrow sector
of specialists in the field at hand.

2. FRAMEWORK CONDITIONS FOR VIRTUAL
SYNAGOGUE RECONSTRUCTION
Computer-assisted imaging is usually forward-looking and oriented towards
the future. Resounding slogans may well promise the user a virtual “heaven on
earth”.This future-orientation notwithstanding, the technique may just as well
be used for throwing a “learning glance” back into the past [Grellert, 2007].
When buildings that no longer exist in reality are virtually
reconstructed, the question arises as to whether this visualisation is a
construction method based on abstract – i.e. fragmented – data. After all,
the existing information includes a good number of uncertainties and gaps.
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The necessary information fillers and/or the resulting “distortion” of the
original image need to be seen with a critical eye - a necessity well known
to archaeologists. At any rate, the reconstruction of historical structures
puts at least a visual stop to decay or alterations.
Another aspect involves projects, which were never (or have not yet
been) built or completed.The so-called Hurva Synagogue (Jerusalem, 196774) by Louis Kahn is a case in point.The virtual reconstruction of this
sacred building confronted everyone involved with similar questions, even if
various informative perspectival images existed [Larson, 1993].What would
main interior details such as railings or floor-covering have been like? Two
more synagogue designs by Kahn were never built (Adath Jeshuran
Synagogue, Elkins Park 1954-55; Mikveh Israel Synagogue Philadelphia 196172). Neither these projects, nor the “Temple Beth-El Synagogue”
(Chippaqua, NY, 1966-72) which was erected, could be considered direct
“models” for the Hurva reconstruction. It must also be noted that the
temple buildings which this contribution focuses on were built up to one
century earlier.This coincides with the time when the Sagrada Familia in
Barcelona was started, since construction of the original basilica already
began in 1894. After Gaudi’s death in 1926, work proceeded very slowly. In
the last two decades, construction intensity has picked up again and the
interpretations of Gaudi’s historical designs by Mark Burry et. al. for
completing the structure have been widely published in the meantime [i.a.
Maher and Burry, 2005].
In comparison, the synagogues in Vienna were completed in a rather
short period and then existed as structures for up to four decades.
Unfortunately, they were never thoroughly documented in photographs, not
even at a time when the socio-political climate deteriorated noticeably. Any
reconstruction work is based on well-researched archived material, the
quality of which is a determining factor for the validity of virtual
reconstruction. It must be noted that the majority of reconstructions in this
project involves synagogues that were erected in the second half of the
19th century. Due to the requirements imposed by the City of Vienna’s
building authority, the plan material submitted for approvals and any later
implementation modifications (scale of 1:100) is reliable. As the plans do
not, as a rule, include information about furnishings, this aspect requires
more in-depth research. It is quite surprising that, despite some information
gaps, a wealth of plan material has been preserved in the archives.When
archived material has been lost, the three-dimensional visualisation has to
work within stricter limits and the process is dominated by speculation,
based for instance on comparable reference buildings. A great abundance of
various section views of the structure will notably increase the realistic
nature of the reconstruction.This is also the case whenever photographic
material of interiors exists.The fact that there are very few interior
photographs of Jewish prayer houses and synagogues is hardly surprising,
since photographs are not made during religious services and celebrations,
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and the handling of cameras available at the time was hardly comparable
with modern-day equipment. It would have been a great benefit to dispose
of some photographs in order to verify the details of structures and
furnishings. Any photographic material would, of course, have been in black
and white only, since colour photography was only just emerging in the first
half of the 20th century. Monochrome pictures cannot convey more than an
inkling of the original colour scheme.The fact that hardly any photographs
exist seems to underline the need for the visualisation of interiors.
Sometimes, artist watercolours or paintings exist.While some caution is
recommended in their use, they may well be useful as complementary
information. Unfortunately, the plan material of the building firms involved
has not been archived, which would have offered access to more detailed
plans and design data.
It is recommended to capture all data collected in a structured database
environment and add informative notes as required. Keywords relating to
comparable structures or architects do not only facilitate virtual
reconstruction, but also make it easier for outside viewers to understand
the computer simulations. In addition, any available architectural plans,
photographs etc. should be digitised and saved under a meaningful filename.
Given the growing number of sites, the use of a code with three or more
digits at the beginning of the filename has proved to be particularly useful.
The code could also be used to specify the type of object. Any preceding
means of identification – e.g. the original ID from the digital camera –
should also be preserved.
This paper focuses mainly on 3D modelling, a highly complex task in
itself.This task must be supported, however, by a database system in the
background, which not only manages the digitised archived materials relating
to the respective synagogue, but also contains a much wider scope of data
on other temple buildings.

3. DECISION-MAKING DURING RECONSTRUCTION
Although a century has passed and some information has been lost, the step
back in time is still realistically possible. Unlike archaeological finds from
classical antiquity, where sometimes only fragments exist that have to be
assembled into a whole, the gaps encountered in this project are usually not
as massive. In this context one should mention that pertinent dedicated
conference platforms have been in existence for several years, one of them
being CAA (“Computer Applications and Quantitative Methods in
Archaeology”). A more specific platform for information exchange is the triannual conference on “Jewish Architecture in Europe” in Braunschweig.
In many cases, professional journals published at the time of the
structures’ original completion offer pertinent descriptions of the buildings.
This is particularly helpful whenever no images of interiors exist, which is
frequently the case. Many of the historical issues have been digitised and are
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now available online. Moreover, many of the digitised texts have been
submitted to text recognition software and can now be searched for text
elements.This greatly facilitates the identification of hitherto unknown
connections.
There are also a number of book publications devoted to synagogue
architecture. A distinction can be made between (inter-)national and (supra-)
regional publications (e.g. “Synagogues in Europe”, “Synagogues in Austria”,
or “Synagogues in Vienna”), or publications relating to specific periods (e.g.
“Medieval Synagogues”). Even though many of these publications are not
available in English, the synagogue sites have been more or less
comprehensively researched. Another source of photographic information is
provided by collections of historical picture-postcards issued by the
respective Jewish communities as greeting cards. It is assumed that
particularly professional collectors of postcards may be a helpful source for
as of yet unidentified material. Comparative studies of related buildings from
the same era and typical effects of building materials and surfaces also help
to fill many gaps.
Once a certain amount of information has been collected, these data
may well be contradictory in part.The approach to these contradictions is
an important part of this issue and should not be restricted to a division
between “correct” and “incorrect”. It is worthwhile to document the
problematic issues with images and add a verbal explanation of the decision
taken. One must not forget that subsequent information may challenge a
solution that had been considered plausible earlier.

4. DESIGN OF APPROPRIATE INFORMATION
STRUCTURES
The notion of “new frontiers”, the title of the CAADRIA2010-conference,
can be interpreted in different ways [cf. Affleck and Kvan, 2005]. Are we
continuously exhausting the performance limits of currently available
hardware and software? What exactly does “new” refer to? What is meant
is probably the continuous shifting of frontiers: CPU performance
(hardware) is getting better as continuously as new software features
emerge.We started out with kilobytes, went on to mega- and gigabytes,
have arrived at terabytes and will certainly not have to wait another century
for peta-, exa- and zettabytes to become common currency.
“Unprecedented frontiers” are something like a higher level in the shifting
of frontiers and refer to “that which has never been seen before”.What
could that be? The pace of development is still breathtaking, and access to
affordable hardware and software tools plays a pivotal role in the process.
Even if frontiers are credited with major significance within the title of
the afore mentioned conference, they are not really new if considered as
such. Rather, it is the awareness that is new when we speak of a nearly
unstoppable flood of development which users have to find a way of coping
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with, if they do not want to become “upgrade objectors”. Mere orientation
on growth and accumulation may lead to information structures becoming
unusable or inaccessible if they are not subject to (constant) maintenance.
What about potential frontiers in the context of modelling
environments? The first thing that comes to mind is the monopoly situation
of individual software packages. Manufacturers probably would like to create
lasting user commitment to an individual product and data exchanges are
often linked to a certain degree of information loss. Interoperability efforts
(cf. IFC) have mitigated this phenomenon to a certain extent. Some software
developers lure users by integrating well-loved functions from competitor
packages in their own CAD environments thus making it easier to switch
products.
What impact did the above considerations have on the project of
reconstructing more than 20 different synagogues? In principle, there is a
clear preference for the ArchiCAD software environment (object-oriented
modelling).
As described above, the main producers of CAAD software packages
have decided to use an interoperability platform, IFC, which makes the
shared use of data easier.The ArchiCAD data model of a reconstructed
synagogue can, for instance, effortlessly be imported into Allplan by
Nemetschek.There are hardly any software-related constraints in the
interpretation of an IFC file.What counts is the data handling within a
specific software application. In ArchiCAD, for instance, it is possible to
model building elements covering more than one floor level.Whereas
Allplan provides a complete three-dimensional display of such elements,
visibility is restricted to the original floor level in two-dimensional display
mode.The handling of macros (and/or library elements with specified
parameters) presents no problems via IFC, but intelligent, internal macro
references in ArchiCAD are split up into individual IFC objects.This makes
data handling more complicated if existing library elements are to be
subjected to multiple changes.These and similar aspects and their impact on
the reconstruction work should be considered before adding to the range
of modeller software used.
At the project start, the product range had already reached a stable
development status. Availability, including a range of useful interfaces (3ds,
vrml, IFC, etc.), was secured for the long term, which is an important aspect,
since more than half of the reconstructions were dealt with by students in
diploma theses. Other useful aspects were the development of complex
profiling tools or the handling of elements across several floors.
We have already reported about this project in previous publications
[Martens and Peter, 2002a-b] and elaborated on the conventions developed
for the layer structures and the handling of storey content (Fig. 6).
Although the systematics of the method have been published in the
modelling, a short summary may prove useful here.The system is described
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by means of the example of the synagogue in Kluckygasse.This structure is
not only defined by the geometry, but also by any related (object-specific)
parameter, such as material and texture.The assumption is that the storey
management makes up the “vertical structure” and the layer management
the “horizontal structure” of the building. In this context, the terms “storey”
and “layer” refer to the software package ArchiCAD.The systematics are
described step by step in the following:
•

Research work concerning plan documents, picture material and
descriptions
This information pool is of prime importance and plan documents
should, if at all possible, be available at the beginning of computerassisted reconstruction work.The more high-quality archive
material is available, the more exact will the reconstruction of a
synagogue be.
 Figure 1a-b. Archive material
Synagogue Kluckygasse.

•

Comparing plans with photographs
The differences between planning and execution can be determined
by comparing plans with photographs and identifying any
discrepancies. Moreover, first analyses concerning the constructive
building structure (e.g. grids, sections of facades, etc.) should be
made at this stage.
 Figure 2a-b. Plan-photography
comparison of synagogue façade in
Kluckygasse.
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•

Definition of a storey structure
Every building element within a virtual reconstruction needs to be
assigned to a storey.The reconstruction/model can include as many
stories as desired which do not have to be identical with the
storey structure of the plan documents. It might even prove wise
to work with intermediary storeys if a great number of ornaments
or ceiling elements are situated above the ideational “one-metersection”. Particularly when several individuals are involved in the
project work, the storey structure helps figuring out correct
positioning of building parts within three-dimensional space.

•

Determining a layer structure
Next, the number of layers to be associated with the matching
building parts needs to be specified.The selection of criteria for
the allocation of building elements is based on constructive
aspects. Building elements of one layer may fall below or exceed
the imaginary horizontal boundaries of the storey management.

 Figure 3a-b. Storey management at
Kluckygasse synagogue.

 Figure 4a-b. “Exterior walls” layer
per storey at Kluckygasse synagogue.

After completing the reconstruction, layer content is documented with
layer-by-layer screenshots. First, all layers are faded out, and then the
contents of each single layer are rendered. In the example of Kluckygasse
the layers are specified as follows:
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 Figure 5. Layer documentation of
Kluckygasse synagogue.
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•

Compiling materials used
Each element on one layer and in a storey is assigned a specific
surface colour (corresponding to the material).This colour is
related to the individual geometric faces and can thus differ within
one object.The element as such, however, is not split up between
the layers.
• Determining textures
A further step in classification is the material texture assigned to
the specific surface colour. A texture is the graphic rendering of a
building material, which is projected onto the geometry of the
building element when a photorealistic rendering is generated.
Special effects of photorealistic rendering possibilities of a CADsoftware may also include additional light, gloss or reflecting effects,
influenced by various light sources within and/or outside the
building model.
• Compiling library elements and modules
Project-related building elements are constructed by implementing
all standard ArchiCAD tools. Building parts stored as library
elements are stored as “modules” in a specific directory.This
procedure enables any following alterations of individual library
elements.
These structural conventions have turned out to be helpful for the
people working with the data and with a view to long-term usability. It is
quite remarkable that a CAD file first created a decade ago can still be read
and processed almost in its entirety today. In the long run, a transparent
modelling structure is therefore indispensable.The established conventions,
which have been successfully translated into reality with ArchiCAD’s
“Virtual Building Concept”, are now being investigated in other software
applications with the help of the IFC and/or IFCXML data exchange
formats.While the use of other CAD environments was not “prohibited”,
with the output being exported to ArchiCAD, it was found that the results
suffered in terms of diminished data compactness (Table 1).

 Table 1: Overview of
accumulated data volume.

Location

Objects

Shapepolygons

AC File
(PLA) Mb

GDL Model Artlantis
(bin) Mb
Render Mb

Schiffschul
Humboldt-Tempel

786
1503

194.093
433.580

18,9
22,7

21,4
48,2

53
105,6

Kluckygasse
Polnische Schul
Pazmanitengasse

979
856
990

235.430
552.660
421.462

7,9
15,1
14,8

29,4
27,3
28,2

55,7
128,6
98,7

Tempelgasse
Turnergasse

979
611

2.350.515
431.524

5,5
7,6

95,2
47,8

524,6
88,9
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 Figure 6. Grouping of building
elements in a layer structure (example
of Pazmanitengasse).

Although the process may look simple, it is time-consuming and does not
generate immediate benefits. In the long term, it still harbours advantages,
and it would make sense to archive earlier model versions (including earlier
software releases) so that stepping back to earlier states is possible.
So far, we have not dealt with the further possibilities of using the
instrument of layer groups. Although all relevant software manufacturers are
already offering solutions within their application for this aspect, there are
as of yet no adequate data exchange methods for these structural options,
and they are lost when migrating from one application to another.The
option is useful for generating variants in model representation, so that the
user can switch easily between variants. A 3D model organised in this way
functions similarly to a database, where data are entered only once and can
then be aggregated and visualised in many different ways.

5.VISUALISATION: COMMUNICATING WITHIN A
LARGER AUDIENCE
From the outset there was the intention of making the result of the
reconstruction work accessible to the public at large [cf.Tan and Rahaman
2009; Martens and Peter, 2008].Visualisation on the basis of detailed
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modelling seemed the obvious step to take in this context. It will hardly
come as a surprise that developments have occurred in this area in the last
ten years.While the internal ArchiCAD render engine has been helpful, a
specific study of interior daylight conditions required the use of external
rendering applications (3D-Studio; Artlantis Studio; Cinema4D; etc.).
When the conceptual outline for the publication of a city guide was
established, it turned out that some explanatory efforts were required for
the illustration of built structures that are no longer physically available. If
the site is a vacant lot, this may be relatively simple, but this was rarely the
case. Free-standing synagogues were sacrosanct and were hardly ever found
in Vienna. Several synagogues were built in a courtyard context, which made
visual reconstruction harder.The disappeared structure was visualised as
though it were still in its old place but with the current neighbouring
buildings (Fig. 9). Although on-site visits (with the city guide in hand) would
be ideal, online solutions based on “street view-like applications” are a viable
substitute today in an urban context (Fig. 10).
During the final editing of the city guide, most of the rendered
illustrations were recomputed in order to provide maximum realism and
consistency of the visualisations (Fig. 11-16).Visualisation of interiors was
indispensable in cases where no photographs were available. In principle it
must be assumed that the visualisation aims at a specific purpose. Providing
images of the synagogue building in the urban context is very helpful to
laypersons, for instance.

 Figure 7. Example of a rapid
prototyped model of the Kluckygasse.
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The 3D model can also be used to generate “spin offs”, such as physical
models at different scales (see Fig. 7).Wall and ceiling thicknesses may have
to be adapted, since thicknesses falling short of certain minimum dimensions
create problems for the three-dimensional printing process (e.g. window
glass panes or metal grills on parapets, as well as chandeliers are usually
impossible to print in true proportion at a scale smaller than 1:10). Apart
from this manipulation effort, the cost of material is another non-negligible
factor, although the savings are considerable when compared to modelling
without digital geometries, which makes implementation probably a good
deal more likely.
Another possibility is a virtual tour, either taking the form of large-scale
(façade) projection (Fig. 8) or user navigation in a self-running virtualbuilding-explorer application. Subsequent use in a CAVE-like environment
including stereo projection and tracking will, however, probably require data
optimisation.

 Figure 8. Projection of the
“Hubertempel” on the occasion of the
Soho-Ottakring-Festival (2010).

 Figure 9. Left: Building in context
(freestanding structure). Right:
Turnergasse 22.
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 Figure 10. Street view:
photomontage of situation at
Turnergasse 22.

 Figure 11. Müllnergasse. Left:
Historical photograph. Right:
Illustration of urban context.

 Figure 12. Pazmaniten-Temple. Left:
Historical photograph. Right:
Illustration of urban context.
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 Figure 13. Siebenbrunnengasse. Left:
Historical photograph. Right:
Illustration of urban context.

 Figure 14. Simmeringer Temple.
Left: Historical photograph. Right:
Illustration of urban context.

 Figure 15. Left: Rendering results
“Polnische Schul”. Middle: Shaded
visualisation (ArchiCAD 9 without
shadow casting). Middle: Rendering
with ArchiCAD 9. Right: Artlantis
Render.
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 Figure

16. “Polnische Schul”.
Left: Historical photograph.
Right: Interior, visualisation
using Artlantis Render Studio 2.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
It is unlikely that the former synagogues of Vienna will be rebuilt in the
foreseeable future. Apart from the fact that other building structures have
been erected on these sites, there is not currently the required volume of
usership.These facts speak in favour of virtual reconstruction.Yet, there are
a few exceptions: the courtyard at Große Schiffgasse 8 has not been built up
to date, and the basic structure at Kaschlgasse 4 is available again after a
supermarket has moved away.
This contribution has addressed the rarity of projects extending over a
long period and the need to consider the future usability of data records. It
could also include the establishment of an object repository, where
recurring and similar building elements can be “reused” beyond the scope of
a single 3D model.This mainly concerns doors, windows, benches, railings,
ornaments and capitals, as well as lighting. Parameterisation could play an
important role in this context. Particularly in synagogue buildings that were
designed and built by the same architect at the same time (e.g. Jakob
Gartner) which do not greatly differ from each other, this approach can
support reconstruction with a large degree of authenticity despite a lack of
documentation.
In terms of outlook we must further mention the expansion of the
knowledge base. In neighbouring countries (particularly Slovakia, Czech
Republic, Hungary and Poland) eminent synagogue structures from the 19th
and early 20th century are still preserved. Even if many of them are in need
of restoration, they may at least be used for reference purposes. Another
important aspect is the possibility for other disciplines (e.g. art history) to
make use of the data structures established.
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The dissemination of reconstruction results does not have to rely on
rendered visualisations only, but may also use computer-assisted modelmaking on the basis of existing 3D modelling [Martens and Stellingwerff,
2005], since the investment involved can be estimated realistically. A
travelling exhibition of model artefacts seems a conceivable goal.
The city guide concept has turned out to be very successful and has
reached a large range of readers.Apart from the sales of the book, the guide
received remarkable attention from German-language print media and radio
channels and also resulted in local follow-up events related to the issue.
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